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ABSTRACT: 

The term “cyber risk” refers to the hazard or threat that comes with the use of networked technological systems. When one or more of the three properties of 

information, namely confidentiality, integrity and availability is compromised, this risk is a threat to one’s computer system. Cyberspace is posing an operational 

risk. Somehow, cyber security systems are expensive to implement. Meanwhile, other businesses may lack the necessary resources to carry out such an 

implementation. As a result, many business have chosen to forego implementing cyber security measures techniques for defending against cyber threats. This 

choice refers raises the level of cyber danger. In other words, if the choice if the sensitive information is leaked, the company may suffer financial losses. It has an 

impact on its business users. The purpose of this research was to look into the significance of ethical hacking and cyber security. Because of the increased 

deployment of health information technology and rising reports of ransomware and hacking, Cyber security has become a top problem in health care. This 

research also identify the current cyber security concerns in context of health information technology. 
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Introduction: 

Cyber security refers to a collection of tools, best practices, guidelines, rules, security concepts, security safeguards, risk management techniques, 

training actions, assurance and technologies that can be used to secure a user’s cyber environment, organization and assets. Cyber security ensures 

that an organization’s security 

attributes and user privacy are attained a maintained. Organization can use cyber security and ethical security hacking approaches in this regard. The 

objective of this study is to investigate the importance of cyber security and the usage of ethical hacking techniques in preserving user data, as well as 

the many worldwide recognized Standards and procedures, in order to prevent potential cyberattacks and ensure user data protection. One of the most 

difficult issues for policymakers in the United States is Cyber security. Government at all levels are interested in improving collective cyber security. 

Threats to public safety and security continue to be a constant in the United States. To handle these threats the US has made significant progress on some 

parts of its cyber strategy. The defence Department, for 

 example announced a “permanent engagement” approach in 2018, recognizing that cyber threats are ongoing rather than episodic. The military 

strategy includes the following: 

“Defend forward” is an operational concept in which the US defend itself will execute actions outside of military operations, in order to degrade cyber 

operations,obtain threat intelligence and exert influence. 

Criminalization Specifies of Hacking and Criminalization Issues 

The movement of classic criminal offences to online has altered the options for perpetrating crimes. Cyber space has offered up new channels for crimes 

that may be regarded a direct effect of the advent of the internet. As a result, it is reasonable of conclude, “The introduction of computer technology 

has provided various kinds of opportunities, some of which predictably are illegal in character.” The organization of criminal responsibility in such 

circumstances will be determined by the legislator’s ability to specify the criteria correctly. Of such criminal offences, as well as on the ingenuity of 

those who implement the law in tying a criminal rule together a legislation relating to a cyberattack. In this context, it is also crucial to note that “legal 

regulations relating to the internet are the most dynamically expanding legal field and should be formed at the national and worldwide level”. When it 

comes to cybercrime in the context of criminal law, it is vital to remember that we will have to figure out both the legal and technological aspects of 

the crime if we are going to charge someone with it. 
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Development 

Despite their occasional interchangeable use to describe similar situations, statements such as “Hacker attacks destroy systems,” “My Company was 

hacked,” and “A new vulnerability affects window platforms have been commonly only heard. This paper is about to provide a realistic 

understanding of the ideas of Cyber security and ethical hacking. Defending endpoint computers from viruses and malware has evolved into protecting 

the entire network of endpoint computer from virus’s threats such as malware, phishing and targeted attacks. The growth of IOT devices has also 

extended the attack surface. 

Cyber Security in Health Care 

In today’s computerized environment, cyber security in health care and data protection are critical for enterprise to function normally. EHR system, e-

prescribing systems, practice management support systems, clinical decision support systems, radiology information systems and computerized 

physician order entry systems are all examples of specialized hospital information systems used by many healthcare companies. In addition, the internet 

of things tens of thousands of devices must be safeguarded. Smart elevators, intelligent heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, 

infusion pumps and remote patient monitoring devices are just a few example. The term “legacy system” refers to equipment that is no longer 

supported by the manufacturer. Applications, operating systems and other legacy systems are examples of legacy systems. One issue with healthcare 

is that many firms have a large legacy system footprint. The drawback of legacy systems is that the manufacturer frequently no longer supports them 

and as a result, security patches and other updates are 

 

typically unavailable. Organizations may have legacy system because upgrading them is too expensive or because an upgrade is not available. 

Manufacturers of operating systems may retire systems and healthcare organizations may not have the cyber security budgets to upgrade to currently 

supported versions. Legacy operating systems are common in medical devices. There may also be legacy operating systems to support legacy applications 

for which there is no alternative. 

Scope of Cyber Security 

As the global business environment transitions to cloud data storage and online administration, demand for cyber security is at an all time high. Misuse 

commercial organization data and user personal data are at risk of as the internet becomes more widely used. This has boosted the demand for cyber 

security experts who are conversant with and skilled in the field. 

Conclusion: 

The current study looks back at previous research on cyber security and ethical hacking. As a result, corporations must develop and invest in cyber 

security police, as well as perform ethical hacking, in order to protect their technological infra structure, particularly their use data because information 

is regarded as their most valuable asset. Protected health information breaches are a major concern that now affects millions of patients across the 

country. Hacking related data breaches especially those involving health IT and ransomware are becoming increasingly common. Precision medicine 

will necessitate the development of future informatics. 

Infrastructure is built to be efficient, safe and secure all at the same time. 
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